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REPORT bN THE COURT RECORDS SYSTEMS 

POLICE RECORDS 

A police agency should have a well defined information system. Proper 

functions of such a system include: 

1. "DispatC!h"information;' in this context this will mean the 

officer's daily activity report. 

2. Event infofli1ation; that's case and incident reports. 

3. Case information including follow-up reports. 

4. Reporting and access to other systems such as uniform crime 

reports. These generate operatioral and statistical data. 

5. Patrol and investigation support data, such as want and 

warrant data, traffic and citation reporting. 

A po"lice agency should make use of the information in its system to 

provide a basis for crime analysis capability. Cdme analysis may include 

the utilization of the following: 

1. Method of operati~n of individual criminals, 

2. Pattern reco~nition, 

3. Field interrogation and arrest data, 

4. Crime report data, 

5. Incident report information, 

6. Officer daily act~vity reports and 

7. Tra.ffi c reports. 

These elements should be carefully screened for information that 

should be routinely recmded for crime analysis. This ,agency should as a 

matter of policy participate in the uniform ~l~ime reporting system. 

For use at the local level or state or regional p~ahning and evaluation, 
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data collected as a crime should include as a minimum: 

1. InCident definition~ including criminal statute and UCR 

offense classification, 

2.' T' lme; including time of day" day of week, month and year, 

3. Location; including coded geographical location and type 

of location, 

4. Inci dent characteri ~ti cs i ncl udi ng type of weapon used, method 

of entry 'and degree of i ntimi da ti on or force used, 

5. Inci dent consequences; incl udi ng type and value of property 

stolen, destroyed or recovered and personal injury suffered, 

6. Offender characteristics including relationship to victim, 

age; race, sex, residency, prior criminal record, criminal 

justice status and educational status, apparent intent, and 

alcohol and narcotics usage his.tory, 

7. Type of arrest, 

8. Witness and evidence. 

This data should at least be collected for the seven major crimes and 

ideally for every crime or.incident. 

Where practical, pblice should establish a geographical coding system. 

In this instance, the name of the colony or reservation should suffice. 

Every pol i ce agency shaul d deve"lop a manpo\'/er resource to: 

1. Identify through empirical means the need for a manpm'ler with::' 

in the department, 

2. ?rovide the plann1ng for maximum utilization of available 

. reso~rces, 
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3. Provide information for allocation and instruction of the 

patrol and specialist officer, 

4. Provide for the eve.luation of the adopted plan. 

The aforementioned information can be acquired at a central agency in 

several ways: 

1. By each agency maki ng a monthly report showi ng the numbe}' of 

arrests for adults and juveniles by sex, age, .race~:.monfli and 

day, etc., 

2. By batch mode or by on ,line to a centr.al,computer, 

3. By sendi ng copy of all arrests forms, case forms, inci dent 

forms, etc. to the central ,agency. 

This could be accomplished by using the McBee Keysort forms as shown 

in figures 1, 2, and 3. These forms were developed for the Caliente Police 

Department and were designed from UCR reporting forms . 

Need 

1\ Keysort is a method by which a quantity of c:Jt'Jiginal unit 

records can be sorte-d - in minutes - 9Y any desired factors 

or into numeric or alphabetic sequence." 

. There is a definite need to develop data collection and analysis 

capabi 1 i ty that is usable and meani ngfu'l . 

Data Compilation Capability 

At the present time' the police and Indian Justice Commission in the 

state of Nevada have the capability to store records in a storage or history 

file. Retl~ievability is limited to a single record at a time. 
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In order to extract data for analysis, the effort becomes a manual 

time consuming process. 

In order to facilitate data retrievial, it is proposed that a type of 

record system that allows for manual retrieval be ~mplemented. :Thjs sJstem 

allows for fast, accurate manual retrieval of data and is i"nexpensive. 

The utility of this type of system is such that the system can be 

expanded to include r'lodus Oper;iandi file~ Citizens Aid file, Accident and 

Investigation file, etc. By properly designing the cards, any kind of infor

mation can be filed and retrieved for single case referrals or by groups for 

statistical purposes. 

The reason for recommending Keysort is because this system is already in 

use in Caliente, Nevada. The forms have been designed and are in use at· this 

time. Thus more than half the cost will be saved. Also with the Indian 

Justice Commission making a large purchase, thel~e \,/i11 be considerable bulk 

purchase savings. 

Keysort for police at present time consist~of arrest report, case report, 

and complaint cards. Two cards have a minimum of 174 holes punched around 

the perimeter in a single row. This allows for 174 items of information to 

be coded. It is also possible to double row the holes to acconlodate mOl~e 

oj nformati on. 

The third card or complaint card has 134 holes around the perimeter. It 

ts used to record a complaint or can be used to record actions or officer1s' 

responses so that a better pictl!re can be formed about workload requirements, 

selective patrol) area assignments, etc. 

By using a sOl~ting needle the required information can be quickly and 
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easily retrieved. Normally, you search in sequence starting with the year, 

the month and date. From these we can go to either the personal description 

or the charge requirements. In practice, 4 to 5 sorts should procure the 

needed information. One further advantage is that no filing sequence is 

required since the card is always obtainable as it cannot 'be misfiled. 

All three of these cards can be used in pl'eparing UCR reports. They 

can also be used to prepare statistical reports for .department heads and 

County or Ci~y Councils. 

Let us start with the complaint card and show the infotmation that is 

coded; complaint number, officer attacked information, referenc~ to case or 

arrest number 4 digits, year and month, type, of cri~le, disposition, location) 

how reported, badge number, a1pha, code for complaint, and cl"ime classification. 

The arrest card starts with the alpha ~ode~ booking number, location of 

occurrence, classification of offense, time of arrest, date of arrest, 

physical characteristics, booking officer number, }'ace, sex, disposition, age, 

arresting officer's number, and more physical characterictics. 

The case report starts with crime classification, type of property taken, 

time of occurrence, physical charactertstics of victim and suspect. Alpha 

code, how reported) location, date of repol"t, case number. 

These qre really only the highl{ghts of the information contained on 

each card. All of the information and more is contained on the face of each 

card. There is also a space for the details,of the arrest or crime. 

No other system gives you all of these advantages:-
) 

1. Efficienc~ - greatly reduces clerical effort and eliminates the 
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need for cross-files. 

2. Fast Answers - bridges the time gap between you and your files. 

3. Simple To Use - your own personnel can learn to code and sort 

with less than an houris instruction. 

4. Expandab~e ~ easily upgraded to incorporate more sophis~i~ate~ 

methods and equipment. 

5. Flexible - adaptable to changing requirements. 

6. Ecoriomical - no capital invest~ents for equipment and no main

tenance problems. 

The Keysort system can be cross referenced to any type of file storage 

system, however, as set up, it \'1orks best with the terminal digit filing 

system. The terminal system can be used either in file cabinets or in open 

shelf files. The open shelf is the one that I recommend since more records 

can be filed in less space and records are more 6 ~ily f'led and retrieved. 

The use of 10 color terminal digit coded open sh~lf filing and the 

Keysort make a vel~y versatile and efficient system of record keeping. 
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COURT RECORDS 

I mentioned the law enforcement phase as a prelude to court records 

because untn there is a pol i ce record or a grand jury i nd"j ctment or a 

complaint, there can be no court record. 

He now CDme to the court rec9rd system for the consolidated Indian 

Justice System. I have reviewed the records for the Indian courts at Nixon, 

Fallon, Winnemucca and'Owyhee., Nixon and Fallon use the same docket forms 

and put these "into a loose leaf binder in chronological order. They' then file 

the rest of the records in folders by the docket number. A 3 x 5 alphabetical 

master index card is also kept indexed to the docket number. In these f~les 

each appearance is regarded as a new occurrence as it should be and receives 

a new docket number. This means that a new file is made for every appearance 

of an individual. In Winnemucca, a monthly list 1s kept for those who appear 

in court." A fi"le f~lder is only made for those who go to tdal. Owyhee is 

in the process of changing their record system to a docket and calendar 

system. However, in Owyhee, all appearances of one 'individual will be filed 

in one folder thus providing a -history of all transgressions for that person. 

l' am inclin~d to favor the Owyhee system. It is true that you cannot use a 

prior record at the trial but the iriformation of prior off~nses is needed 

when handing down a judgment. With the exception of Winnemucca, the record 

systems are adequate for the workload -involved. 

The problem now is hml to get information from the Indian Tribal courts 

to Indian Justice Conunission. One way is to have th~ coU)~t clerk fill out a 

questionnaire covering a specific time period. This for~l could be sent to 

the Indian Justice Commission weekly. Anothe~ method and apparently the one 

decided upon was to print up the docket form in duplicate and to require the 
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duplicate copy to be sent Lo the Indian Justice Commission on a weekly basis. 

The information on the docket form will then be tl~ansferred to a McBee Keysort 

card. This will allow the files to be manipulated so that statistics can be 

retrieved with the minimum of effort. This system is now being implemented 

and should be functiorring within sixty (60) days. 

At this time, there are other things to consider in a record system. 

1. Personnel - 85% of records management is personnel, 

2. They must be qualified personnel, 

3. These personnel should be properly qnd adequately compensated 

to be sure of their retention. 

This clerical staff should be highly skilled in order to mai~tain files 

and to administer their charge out. Al'l employees should be familiar with the 

entire process in their department. Howevel', for a smooth and efficient work-
I ( flow each person should be responsible for a specific task. 

( 

Since it is anticipated that large numbers of internal and external 

personnel will want access to the files, guidelines and procedures must be 

established. To prevent the loss of files, due to charga out, misfiling, etc., 

only the file personnel should. retrieve and later refile information in the 

record system. 

A master index file must be maint~ined regardless of the method of filing 

used. Example, if files are alphabetically indexed then the master file should' 

also include the defendant's name, the case number, the docket number, the date 

of the initial action and final disposition. 

The only way to view a records system is as a continuously grovling histo)'y 

systematically dealt with, at each stage. If a central sy'stem files by court 
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docket number exclusively, then the record files begin and end with one trans

action since the docket also deals with the final disposition of a particular 

case. 

I would recommend the copies of the docket be filed using the Sperry Rand 

colorscan alphabetical"system. This will allow for all of the information of 

all transgressions of one individual to end up in one file folder. I also 

recommend that open shelf fiies be used. The reasons al'fl as follo'r'IS: 

1. They cost c.pproximately 50% less then drawer type, 

2. They occupy 20% to 40% less floor space, 

3. They are easier to file in and to retrieve from the drawer type 

files and are, therefore, more productive and effi.cient . 

. , 

I reconmend that all forms be letter size for Qen reason - cost. Example, 

1,000 letter sized colorscan folders cost $126.00. One thousand legal size 

colorscan folders cost $210.00. The difference is because the legal size ;s a 

spec..!al run. Cost difference between letter and legal size is to some extent 

exist2nt throughout the entire range of supp~;es for any record system. 

, One of the g'reatest deficiencies in any court t".ecoi~d system is the. lack 
, . 

of stcHldardization of forms and in a consolidated system $uch as this, all ,forms 

such as warrant1 summons, complaint dockets, etc., should be the same size. Well 

designed and simplified forms for transmitting and recording communications are 

essential in an efficient court records system. In designing the fo"" the use of 

1I1egalese\ the traditional in-house language that takes a .law dictionaiy to 

decipher) is archaic and unnecessary_ The forms should be couched in simple 

easily understood language. 

. . 
If a~d when the consolidated court system is fQnction1ng, thought should 

be gi ven to buyi ng time on the State Court's computer SYSi"r-;IO or the Reno/Sparks 
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municipal system. Both of these systems are computertzed and contained the 

foll~wing information: 

1. Daily edit report - listsall rejected items with bl'ief error 

message, list summary control ba.lancing information. 

2. Update transaction report - list7 every input transaction and 

identifies source and nature of transaction, denotes any item 

vlhich also appear on report #3. ' 

3. Update' attention report - list~every exception item which requires 

clerical attention or verification. 

4. Update summary report - summarizes daily in year-to-date citation 

information and provid~s current file status information. 

5. Purged record report - 1 i sts every record as it is removed from 

the mastel' file; provides an9" audit trail for records dropped for 

any reason. 

6. Courtesy notices customer billing; also listing of each with 

name and amount. 

7. Arrest warrants - auton~ted warrants of arrest. 

8. Report of citations to be pulled to warrant. T~is is a two-part 

report; part one lists all citations type~ parking or moving, date and 

reference number; part two lists each warrant in name order. 

9. Department of ~10tor Vehicle d;{lOsition summary report. This is a 
' .. __ 0· 

report which summarizes the number of citations and bail forfeited, it 

acco~pani e~ a magnet; c tape andtthe yellow copy of the citati on to the Carson 

City Department of Notor Vehicle - Automation Depa)'tment. 

10. Arraignment calendar - this is an alphabetic listing of all the 

people scheduled for arraignment. 

citations to be added later. 

The data on moving violations and misd~~eanor 
, ~ 
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11. Trial calendar - this lists each trial scheduled fo)' the day, 

Separate report for each court along with motion, bail and continuation infor-

mati on. 

12. Prior history report - this isa listing from Department of 

fvlotor Veidcle of all previous offense data on the state file. 

13. Cash journal - this is a listing of all daily receipts as cap

tured on cassette. It should be balanced against registered tape and against 

the update summary report. 

14. (Is a Sparks ticket accountability report that applies only to 

Sparks) . 

15. Citation summary of officer - this lists the number of cltations 

issued by each officer during the month by type as well as nllmber of dispositions. 

16. Management report - lists stat-istical information regarding case

load, disp6sitions,! and cash flow. 

, . 
Also, other information included would be the citation number, offense 

date, court date, warrant penalty date, bill date, payment date, the violation 

code, fine and the amount of the fine, the case number, the day of the week and 

the hour, officer's identification, officer's division, reporting district, 

defendant's name, Clddress, street and city, state and zfp code, driver's license 

number, driver's license state, vehicle license number and vehicle license state, 

the process disposition code, the penalty flag, the status flag, t'he type code, 

agency code payment received, the companinn flag, the plea code and the continuation 

flag, and for calendaring information received \'/ould also include the officer's 

identification, his name; whether the citation issued was a hazardous moving, an 
I, 

accident of radar, issued on equipment other parking. Whether disposition was 

dismissed, not guilty, bail forfeited, or failure to appear, or guilty, or dis

posed of by justice court,or juvenile, it also lists the officer's status as vac

cation time, his days off, 
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his division, \'lhat shift he is \'Iorking so they do not have to pay overtime for 

a man when he appears in court. He appears during working hours not during 

his off-time. 

The advantages of participation of this system are obvious. However, 

imcompatibility could keep Y'i~dian Justice Commission from enjoying the 

numerous advantages, Incompability in itself would not stop participation 

since converters or dictionaries for each trial court could be inserted 

between the CRT and the computer, to change one program to another .really 

is not difficult. 

The cost of hardware and software for such i conversion would probably 

be the stumbling block. 

In the central court record system, we are looking at several ·ways that 

we can file or record and manipulate court records. . 

1. is to have the court clerks fill out a form list'ing the number 

of cases throughout the month or week, the type of cases, the disposition of 

these cases, and forv,rard this form say on a weekly or monthly basis to the 

central agency. 

2. as is being done, we can print the docket form in duplicate ahd 

require the duplicate.d to be sent to the central agency. The information on 

the duplicate is then transcribed to a Keysort card so that the information 

can be manipulated for statistical purposes. Further, you could utilize or 

have pri nted Keysort docket cal~ds and have the hard copy sent to the central 

(lgency on a weekly o'r monthly basis. 

3. the information received from docket form or from other infor-

mation coul~ be put on line ~r batch mode to the State court computer where 

the information would then be manipulated and all the statistics could be 
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sent back on demand. 

4. and finally probably the offender based transac~ional system 

would work the best. 

This system begins with the arrest of an individual and ends with the 

final disposition at the District Court level in the following sequence: 

1. Arrest; the subject is booked, q]l identifying information is 

obtained and compared to assure identification. (See attached 

form). Subject is either incarcerated or bailed. 

2. Distdct or City or Tribal attorney files a complaint or 

rejects complaint for reason. 

3. Justice or Tribal court; arraignment and plea either goes to 

trial on preliminary hearing or is bound over to District 

Court. There are some of several courses of action open to the 

Tribal court. 

,/ 
This document follows the individual from phase to phase, level to 

level/as he progresses through the system. If the court acts on the individ

ual's case or if he leaves the system at any level, the reason for disposition 

is noted and the forms sent back to the "initiating agency, usually the police 

department. From this form you get information as to what levels individQals 

drop out of the system and how many or percentage at each level. You also 

determine time frames or the average length of time it takes to complete each 

phase, etc. This last program is reall~ the most comprehensive. 

There is, however, one point that we have not covered and that is 

identification. Each and every individual when he goes to court must be 

identified positively, which means that at the police level he should be 

arrested, all identifyjng information should be obtained and he should be 
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finge)~printed. It is my tecommendation that the copy of these ptints be sent 

to the centtal agency \'Ihere p central fingerprillt file can be maintained. My 

reasoning is that the only positive type of identification at tliis time is 

fingerprint identification. Individuals moving from agency to agency within 

or out of the State and the possibility of having the same name ai' different 

name, the same birthdate, the same 'address) etc., the only positive means by 

which" an individual can be identified is through the fingerprints of that in

dividual as compared to the fingerprints already on file. So~ I further re

commend that a central fingerprint file be started and maintained. This will 

necessitate software and hardware and it will also necessitate qua"lified 

personnel to handle fingerprint files. Since they must be filed by 

classification not by name. I can't stress this too strongly. 
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